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Abstract—A novel static sequence assisted discrete Fourier
transform (DFT)-spread-orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) waveform without cyclic prefix (CP) is proposed
to suppress out-of-band (OoB) emission. A measure of continuity
is proposed to determine the location of the static sequence
to maximize the amount of OoB suppression. Furthermore,
perturbation is added to the static sequence to improve phase
continuity at block transitions. It is shown that the spectra of
the proposed waveforms are more compact that those of the
conventional waveforms. A frequency offset estimation method
using the static sequence is described and its performance is
evaluated by simulations.

I. I NTRODUCTION
DFT-spread-OFDM (DFT-s-OFDM) has been adopted in
the uplink in Long Term Evolution (LTE) [1] thanks to its
robust performance against multipath fading channels and low
peak to average power ratio (PAPR). However, due to phase
discontinuity at block transitions, out-of-band (OoB) emission
becomes a concern in OFDM-based transmissions. Windowing
techniques can be used to lower OoB at the expense of reduced
length of cyclic prefix (CP) [2].
We propose a novel DFT-s-OFDM transmission scheme to
suppress OoB emission in this paper. The proposed waveform
does not contain CP but maintains robustness against multipath
fading channels as well as low PAPR. Four contributions are
presented in this paper. Firstly, similar to [3], a measure of
continuity is derived. However, it should be noted that the contributions in [3] deal with DFT-s-OFDM with CP. Secondly,
CP-less DFT-s-OFDM aided by a static sequence is proposed
to lower the OoB emission in DFT-s-OFDM. The location of
the static sequence to maximize the OoB suppression performance is determined by the measure of continuity. Similarities
between the proposed method and zero-tail DFT-s-OFDM [4]
are also described in this paper. Thirdly, a novel method
in which the aforementioned static sequence is perturbed to
further lower OoB is proposed. Finally, a frequency offset
estimation method is proposed and its performance with or
without perturbation is evaluated.
Insertion of zeros in place of CP for OFDM after inverse
discrete Fourier transform (IDFT) is addressed in numerous
studies [5], [6]. Insertion of a pseudo noise sequence as CP
for OFDM was proposed in [7]. However, since a sequence of
zeros or pseudo noise sequence is inserted after IDFT in the
aforementioned studies, phase discontinuity between OFDM
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blocks still remains. It should also be mentioned that the
proposed measure of continuity can also be used to evaluate
the suppression performance of zero-tail DFT-s-OFDM.
This paper is organized as follows. A signal model and proposed measure of continuity are introduced in Section II. The
novel static sequence assisted DFT-s-OFDM is proposed and
its average squared Euclidean distance (ASED) performance is
evaluated in Section III. A novel perturbation based OoB suppression method is introduced in Section IV. A frequency
offset estimation method using the proposed static sequence is
described in Section V. Performance comparisons between the
proposed and conventional methods are shown in Section VI
and concluding remarks are included in Section VII.
II. S IGNAL MODEL AND MEASURE OF CONTINUITY
A. Block format and conventional transmitter
The signal model and proposed measure of continuity are
introduced in this section. Let us denote ND and N as the
number of data symbols and number of carriers in a DFTs-OFDM block, respectively. First, assuming even ND and
N , discrete Fourier transform
precoded symbols are
∑N(DFT)
D −1 −j2πmn/ND
1
e
dk,m , where
generated by sk,n = √N
m=0
D
−ND /2 ≤ n ≤ ND /2 − 1 and ND data symbols for the
T
k th block are expressed[ as dk ]= [dk,0 , · · · , d[k,ND −1 ] ]. It is
2
assumed that ES = E |dk,i | = 1 and E dk,m d∗l,n = 0
if k ̸= l or m ̸= n. Then, the precoded symbols are mapped
onto ND carriers with (N − ND ) /2 zeros on each side as a
guard band. Finally, N carriers are converted to time-domain
signals by IDFT. The DFT-s-OFDM transmitter without a
CP generator is shown in Fig.1.
Let us define a column vector which contains N zeros and N × N DFT matrix as 0N and WN , respectively, where the (m, n)th element of WN is given by

√
[WN ]m,n = e−j2πmn/N / N . Then, the precoded symbols,
padded
with zeros for oversampling, can be written ]as sz =
[
T
sk,0 , · · · , sk,ND /2−1 , 0TLN −ND , sk,−ND /2 , · · · , sk,−1
[8],
where L denotes the oversampling rate. The output of the
IDFT corresponding to the k th block, which contains LN
T
H
samples, is written as yk = [yk,0 , · · · , yk,LN −1 ] = WLN
szk .
The last LNCP samples of yk , denoted as yCP,k =
[
]T
yk,L(N −NCP ) , · · · , yk,N L−1 , are used as CP in the conventional DFT-s-OFDM [1], where NCP denotes the number of
samples in CP. The transmitted signal with CP can be written
T
as yk′ = [yCP,k
, ykT ]T . Negative sample indices are used
to express the samples from the previous block as follows,
yk−1,n = yk,n−LN .
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B. Proposed measure of continuity
Similar to [3], let us now present a measure of continuity which is used to evaluate the OoB power suppression
performance of the proposed method. As explained in [9],
OoB power suppression for OFDM can be achieved by
setting derivatives of the signal continuous at block transitions. Thus, denoting TS as the duration of a block interval, OoB power suppression for DFT-s-OFDM without
CP can be achieved by setting derivatives of the signal
dn
continuous at block transitions as follows, dt
n xk (t) |t=0 =
n
d
x
(t)
|
,
where
x
(t)
denotes
DFT-s-OFDM
signal
n
k−1
t=T
k
S
dt
for the k th block without CP. Using the analog representation
of the OFDM signal [9] [10], an analog representation of
a DFT-s-OFDM waveform
for the k th block can be writ∑ N2D −1
j2πl Tt
1
S , where x (t) is
ten as xk (t) = √T
k
ND sk,l e
l=−

S

2

assumed to be nonzero for 0 ≤ t < TS and xk (t) =
0 elsewhere. Substitution of sk,l into xk (t) gives us the
following analog representation of the DFT-s-OFDM
wave(
)
∑ND −1
∑ND /2−1 −j2πl Nm − Tt
D
S ,
form, xk (t) = c m=0 dk,m l=−ND /2 e
where c = √N1 T . It can be shown that the pth
D

S

(p)

(p)

(p)

= αm (TS ) = αm (0) and following
(

(p)
αm

=c

Zeroth -order continuity, dk+1,0 = dk,0

as follows,
[
E

(p)

2

]

ε

=2

N∑
D −1

2

(p)
αm
.

(3)

m=0

It should be noted that ASED in (3) does not depend on the
data symbols. In addition, unlike the method in [3], there is
no constraint on N and ND due to the absence of CP in the
proposed method.
III. P ROPOSED STATIC SEQUENCE
A. Proposed placement
Similar to the method in [4], the goal here is to create
cyclicity at consecutive block transitions to improve continuity
blocks. Let
]
[ us define a static sequence
]T as
[ T between
and
F1 , FT0 , where F1 = F−M/2 , F−M/2+1 , · · · , F−1
[
]T
F0 = F0 , F1 , · · · , FM/2−1 . Then, the static sequence can
be placed as follows:

(p)

derivative of xk (t), denoted as xk (t), is written as
∑ND −1
(p)
(p)
(p)
xk (t) =
d αm (t), where αm ((t) is defined
m=0
)
( k,m
)p ∑
(p)
ND /2−1 p −j2πl Nm − Tt
D
S . Let
as αm (t) = c j2π
l
e
l=−ND /2
TS
us introduce αm
relationship
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Let us also define a term which is used as a measure of
(p)
(p)
continuity in this paper, ε(p) = xk (0) − xk−1 (TS ). The
(p)
term in ε
indicates continuity between blocks at the pth
(p)
derivative. By substituting xk (t) and (1) in ε(p) , ε(p) can be
rewritten as
N∑
D −1
(p)
ε(p) =
αm
βm ,
(2)
m=0

where βm is defined as βm = dk,m[− dk−1,m
] . It can be shown
(p) 2
that ASED at block transitions E ε
can be expressed

dk+1,n−1
dk+1,ND −n

= dk,n−1 = Fn−1
= dk,ND −n = F−n

(4)

for 1 ≤ n ≤ M/2 when M ≤ ND . As the result of the
presence of the static sequence, the number of data symbols in
the proposed scheme is ND − M . In the proposed scheme, the
parameter M controls the amount of OoB power suppression.
For clarity, the proposed sequence placement is shown in
Fig. 2. From Fig. 2, it is obvious that cyclicity is created at
consecutive block transitions. It should be mentioned here that
setting dk+1,0 = dk,0 = F0 satisfies the 0th order continuity.
An illustrative example of the 0th order continuity when
dk+1,0 = dk,0 is shown in Fig. 3. Thanks to periodicity in
the IDFT output [8], xk (TS ) approaches dk,0 which is also
the first sample of the next block xk+1 (0) = c · ND · dk,0 .
It is also clear from (1) and (2) that satisfying dk+1,0 = dk,0
(0)
achieves the 0th order continuity ε(0) = 0 since αm = 0 for
(0)
m ̸= 0, α0 = c · ND and β0 = 0.
Note that when the static sequence in (4) is replaced by
zeros such that Fn−1 = 0 and F−n = 0 for 1 ≤ n ≤ M/2,
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the proposed method becomes the zero-tail DFT-s-OFDM [4].
A comparison of the waveforms generated by the conventional
DFT-s-OFDM, zero-tail DFT-s-OFDM and proposed DFTs-OFDM is shown in Fig. 4. The real part of yk with
quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK) is shown in the figure.
From the figure, it is obvious that while phase discontinuity
exists between blocks in the waveform generated by the
conventional DFT-s-OFDM, the static or all-zero sequence
guarantees phase continuity at block transitions. In the example, the following Zadoff-Chu
sequence [11] is used as ]the
[
static
sequence
in
(4),
F
,
·
·
·
,
F
0
[
]M/2−1 , F−M/2 , · · · , F−1 =
−jπk2

−jπ(M −1)2

M
1, · · · , e M , · · · , e
. As indicated in Fig. 4, the
length of the static sequence⌊ at the
⌋ output of the IDFT are
. As shown in Fig. 4, N
defined as follows, MT D = MN·N
D
and ND are adjusted such that MT D ≈ NCP . In addition,
the parameters used to generate the waveforms in Fig. 4 are
chosen in order to have the same block length and number of
data symbols per block.

B. ASED performance analysis
Note from (2) that ASED in (3) can be reduced if the
data symbols satisfy the following condition, dk+1,m =
dk,m for m ∈ IF where IF is a set of symbol indices chosen from {0, 1, · · · , ND − 1} and cardinality of
IF is given by M = |IF |. For example, the proposed
symbol placement in (4) can be expressed as IF =
{0, · · · , M/2 − 1, ND − M/2, · · · , ND − 1}. Furthermore, it
can be shown that ASED is given by
[
]
∑
2
2
(p)
(p)
E ε
=2
αm
.
(5)
m∈I
/ F

(p)

200

Fig. 5.

(p)

αnorm =

400

600
m
(p) 2

Normalized αm

|α(p)
m |
(

1200

, ND = 1200

2

max0≤n≤ND −1

(p) 2

αn

),

is shown for p = {2, 7, 14}.
(p)

From the figure, it is clear that αnorm decreases as m approaches ND /2. Moreover, it is notable from the figure that
for smaller values of p, the energy of lp is heavily concentrated
around m = 0. As p increases the distribution of the energy
of lp spreads toward higher frequency. Thus, consecutive
placement of the static symbols at both
[ edges
] of a block (4)
(p) 2
leads to more reduction in ASED E ε
for all values of
p. Simply put, consecutive static symbols at both edges of the
block introduce the static waveform at block transitions which
lead to smoother phase transition.
Theoretical ASED performance of the proposed scheme
(5) is shown in Table I. In the table, dk+1,0 = dk,0 = F0
corresponds to the special case when only one symbol per
block is static. The proposed method with ND = 1200, which
corresponds to one of the parameters specified in [12], is
considered here. For each value of p, all ASED performances
of the proposed methods are normalized by the ASED performance of DFT-s-OFDM without any OoB
( ∑power suppression
)
(p) 2
m∈I
/ F | αm |
techniques as follows, δ = 10 log10 ∑ND −1 (p) 2 . It
m=0

αm

is notable from Table I that increasing M improves the
ASED performance.
IV. P ROPOSED STATIC SEQUENCE WITH PERTURBATION

By comparing (3) and (5), it is obvious that reduction in
2
∑
(p)
ASED by 2 m∈IF αm
is achieved with the proposed
method. It is also important to note from (3) that the
ASED performances are independent of the choice of the
static sequence and amount of ASED reduction depends on
the location of the static sequence. In the following, let us
(p)
investigate αm .
(p)
It is clear from (1) that αm is the mth coefficient of the
DFT of lp . In Fig. 5, normalized αm

0

2

, which is defined as

A. Computation of perturbation in the proposed method
In this subsection, an adaptive OoB suppression method
is proposed to further reduce OoB. Let us denote a set of
indices Ω chosen from {0, 1, · · · , ND − 1} with cardinality
T
|Ω| = M . The perturbation vector wk = [wk,0 , · · · , wk,M −1 ]
is added to the data symbols located at the aforementioned
indices to improve signal continuity at block transitions,
obtaining d̃k,Ω = dk,Ω + wk . Let us represent the N × N
[ T
]T
T
DFT matrix as a partitioned matrix WN = WN,0
WN,1
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where WN,0 and WN,1 are both N/2 × N matrices.
Then, [let us define the following N]L × ND matrix C =
T
H
T
T
T
WN
. Then, the output of
L WND ,0 , 0N L−ND ,ND , WND ,1
IDFT corrupted by the perturbation vector can be written as
ỹk = yk + CΩ wk , where CΩ consists of the columns of C
that correspond to the indices in Ω.
The perturbation vector is computed as follows. The goal
is to compute wk to minimize the Euclidian norm of the
following samples at block transitions, ek,n−1 = yk,N L−n −
ỹk−1,N L−n and ek,n+K/2−1 = yk,N L+n−1 − ỹk−1,n−1 for
1 ≤ n ≤ K/2 where K indicates the number of oversamples.
In this paper, perturbation is added to the static sequence
described in the previous section, such that Ω = IF where IF
is also defined in previous section. Denoting CS,Ω as a matrix
that consists of the rows and columns that correspond to the
indices S = {0, 1, · · · , K/2 − 1, N L − K/2, · · · , N L − 1}
and Ω, respectively, the gap term ek,n can be expressed as
T
ek = [ek,0 , · · · , ek,K−1 ] = CS,Ω wk . The minimum norm
2
solution [13] can be formulated as wk,min = arg minwk |wk |
such that ek = CS,Ω wk . Assuming K < M , the minimum Euclidean norm solution
( for theH above
)−1 problem can
be computed as wk = CH
C
·
C
ek , where CH
S,Ω
S,Ω
S,Ω
is the Hermitian transpose of C with w0 = 0M,1 . Finally,
adjustment to the static symbols is made as follows, dk,m−1 =
Fm−1 + wk,M/2+m−1 and dk,ND −m = F−m + wk,M/2−m for
1 ≤ m ≤ M/2. The waveform with or without perturbation is
shown in Fig. 6. It is clear from the figure that the addition of
perturbation improves phase continuity at block transitions. A
block diagram of the proposed transmitter is shown in Fig. 7.
B. ECP-OFDM [14]
In
this
subsection,
ECP-OFDM
proposed
in [14] is briefly described. Let us denote a
zero-padded vector of data symbols as dzk
=
[
]T
T
dk,0 , · · · , dk, ND −1 , 0LN −ND , dk, ND , · · · , dk,ND −1 ,
2
2
Then an OFDM waveform for the k th block can be expressed
T
H
z
as yk = [yk,0 , · · · , yk,N L−1 ] = WN
L dk . The perturbation

vector wk = [wk,0 , · · · , wk,N L−1 ] is added to the OFDM
T
waveform to obtain ỹk = [ỹk,0 , · · · , ỹk,N L−1 ] = yk + wk .
Let us also represent rows between (N − NCP )th and
(N − NCP + K − 1)th row of W as W̃ and define
ek,m = ỹk−1,m − yk,m+(N −NCP )L for m = 0, · · · , K − 1.
Following [14], perturbation is added to ND data symbols.
The perturbation vector is computed to minimize the
T
average power of fk = [fk,0 , · · · , fk,ND −1 ]
where
T
ek = [ek,0 , · · · , ek,K−1 ]
= W̃fk . Then, the OFDM
waveform with the (perturbation
) vector can be expressed as
−1

ỹk = yk + WW̃H W̃W̃H
ek . It should be noted while
only static symbols are perturbed in the proposed method, all
data symbols are corrupted by perturbation in ECP-OFDM.
V. P ROPOSED FREQUENCY SYNCHRONIZATION METHOD
In this section, the proposed frequency offset estimation
method is described. Thanks to insertion of the static sequence
prior to the DFT, the proposed receiver can exploit the extended block in the proposed signal waveform which overlaps
with adjacent extended blocks. Moreover, due to cyclicity, the
static portion of in the waveform at the output of IDFT can
be used as CP. The extended block and CP are illustrated in
Fig. 8. It should be noted that the channel estimation based
synchronization method cannot be implemented with the zerotail DFT-s-OFDM [4], since the extended CP consists of zeros.
Let us describe the frequency offset estimation method
using the static sequence. Assuming L = 1, the received
signal model for the k th block corrupted by both multipath fading and frequency offset can be written as rk,n =
∑NP −1
ej2πΩn l=0
hl yk,n−l +nk,n where M , nk , hl and Ω denote
number of paths, additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN), fading coefficient and normalized frequency offset,
[ respectively.
]
2
2
The variance of AWGN is given by σw = E |nk,n | . Static
fading channels are assumed in this paper. The frequency
offset is estimated using the static sequence as follows. Let
us express
the static sequence
in a DFT-s-OFDM block as
[
]T
fZ = FT0 , 0TND −M , FT1 . Using the partitioned representation of the Then the static sequence fZ at the output of
T
IDFT can be written as f = [f0 , f1 , · · · , fN −1 ] = CfZ with
L = 1 Finally, by extracting the extended CP shown in Fig. 8
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from f , we obtain the
[ following signature sequence in
]T the
time domain, p = p− MT D , p− MT D +1 , · · · , p MT D −1
=
2
2
2
]T
[
fN − MT D , · · · , fN −1 , f0 , · · · , f MT D −1 , where MT D is as2
2
sumed to be an even number. The above sequence is used to
estimate the frequency offset in this section. The operation
is illustrated in Fig. 8. In this paper, the frequency offset
is estimated by testing several pre-defined offset candidate
values. Using the channel estimation based technique [15]
to estimate the offset, received signal after removal of the
frequency offset based on the lth candidate of the offset Ω̂(l)
(l)
(l)
is given by rk,n = rk,n e−j2πΩ̂ n . Let us define the following
MT D × NP matrix which consists p,


p−MT D /2+NP −1 · · ·
p−MT D /2
 p−MT D /2+NP
· · · p−MT D /2+1 


B=
 . (6)
..
..
..


.
.
.
pMT D /2−1
· · · pMT D /2−NP
where MT D ≥ 2NP . Using the notation introduced in
Section II-A, a vector of the received signals which
contains the signature sequence can be expressed as
rk = [rk,−MT D /2+NP , rk,−MT D /2+NP +1 , · · · , rk,MT D /2−1 ]T .
Then, following
can be obtained,
( Hchannel
)−1 H estimate
ĥ(l)
=
B B
B D(l) rk , where D(l)
=
−j2π Ω̂(l)
−j2π Ω̂(l) (MT D −1)
diag{1, e
,··· ,e
}.
Finally,
the
2

following metric is calculated e(l) = rk − Bĥ(l) , and
the frequency offset candidate with the smallest metric is
chosen as l∗ = arg minl e(l) . It should be noted that slight
degradation in the synchronization performance is expected
when the perturbation based method described in Section IV
is implemented, since the receiver assumes an undistorted
static sequence (6).
VI. S IMULATION R ESULTS
Simulation results are shown in this section. In all simulations, QPSK modulation is implemented. As performance
benchmarks, OFDM and DFT-s-OFDM without any OoB
suppression techniques, and ECP-OFDM [14] are incorporated
in the performance comparison. A windowing OoB suppression method for DFT-s-OFDM with a raised cosine window
is also included in the comparison. The time windowing
operation, as shown in Fig. 9, can be expressed as follows,
′
yk+1,−N
= yk+1,−NCP L+n · v0,n + yk,n · v1,n where
CP L+n
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Fig. 10. Spectra of the proposed and conventional methods with an amplifier

(
(
))
(
(
))
nπ
1
v0,n = 12 1 + cos Nnπ
and
v
=
1
−
cos
1,n
2
NW
W
for n = 0, · · · , NW −1. In Fig. 10, spectra of the conventional
and proposed methods in the presence of an amplifier are
shown. The signal bandwidth of 22MHz and center frequency
of 2.11GHz are assumed in the simulation. In the figure, DFTs-OFDM with time windowing, the proposed static-sequence
assisted DFT-s-OFDM and perturbation-based method are
labeled as “TW DFT-s-OFDM”, “S-DFT-s-OFDM” and “Perturbed S-DFT-s-OFDM”, respectively. The parameters used
in the simulation are N = 2048, ND = 1200, M = 84
and K = 6. For DFT-s-OFDM, OFDM and ECP-OFDM,
N = 2048, ND = 1200 and ⌊NCP = ⌋144 are used. It
2048
should be noted that MT D = 84 · 1200
− 1 = 142 so
that MT D ≈ NCP . In the simulation, a hard limiter [16]
is assumed as the amplifier and phase distortion due to
amplification is assumed to be negligible. An output backoff
value of OBO=5 dB is assumed in the simulation. Note that
with time windowing, the effective CP length is reduced by
NW
L . For example, when NW = 80, the effective CP length
′
becomes NCP
= 144 − NLW = 144 − 20 = 124. From
Fig. 10, it is clear that spectra of the proposed S-DFT-sOFDM waveforms are more compact those of the conventional
methods and OoB suppression performance of ECP-OFDM
deteriorates due to high PAPR of the OFDM waveform. In
Fig. 11, adjacent channel leakage ratio (ACLR) performance
of the proposed and conventional methods are shown. It is
assumed that the adjacent signal is located 22MHz away
from the center frequency. It is clear from Fig. 11 that the
perturbed S-DFT-s-OFDM lowers ACLR compared to the
conventional methods. In addition, S-DFT-s-OFDM yields the
similar performance compared to the time windowing methods
at lower values of output backoff values.
Effect of perturbation on peak power performance of DFTs-OFDM is also investigated. The complementary cumulative
distribution function (CCDF) of instantaneous normalized

TABLE III
F REQUENCY OFFSET ESTIMATION

-20

SNR per bit (dB)
S-DFT-s-OFDM
Perturbed S-DFT-s-OFDM

-30

−5
2.24 · 10−6
2.06 · 10−6

PERFORMANCE

0
3.99 · 10−7
4.15 · 10−7

5
6.02 · 10−8
6.23 · 10−8

ACLR (dBc)

-40

demonstrate that the proposed methods lower OoB emission
compared to the conventional methods even in the presence
of an amplifier. It is shown that the proposed static sequence
can be used for frequency offset estimation. It is also observed
that perturbation in the static sequence has negligible effects
on the INP and frequency offset estimation performances.

-50
DFT-s-OFDM
OFDM
ECP-OFDM [14]

-60

TW DFT-s-OFDM, N W =10
TW DFT-s-OFDM, N W =20

-70

TW DFT-s-OFDM, N W =80

S-DFT-s-OFDM
Perturbed S-DFT-s-OFDM

-80
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ACLR performance comparison
TABLE II
CCDF (INP(δ)) VERSUS δ

PERFORMANCE COMPARISON :

CCDF (INP(δ))
DFT-s-OFDM
Perturbed S-DFT-s-OFDM

10−2
4.44
4.46

10−3
5.73
5.75

R EFERENCES
IN D B

10−4
6.59
6.6

power
( (INP) [17],) which is defined as CCDF (INP(δ)) =
|y
|2
P E |yk,n |2 > δ , with L = 4 is investigated. In the
[ k,n ]
proposed perturbation method, K = 8 is implemented. The
INP performances of DFT-s-OFDM and perturbed S-DFT-sOFDM are shown in Table II. In the table, the threshold value
δ to obtain CCDF (INP(δ)) is shown. From the table, it is
clear that the addition of perturbation to the static sequence
does not have significant impact on the INP performance of
the proposed waveform.
In Table III, frequency offset estimation performance
is shown. Estimation performance is evaluated by the
mean
[ square] error (MSE) which is defined as MSE =
E

Ω̂ − Ω

VIII. ACKNOWLEDGMENT

2

. In the simulation, NP = 11 is assumed

in the multipath channel model. In the proposed method,
K = 8 is implemented and e(m) is averaged over three
DFT-s-OFDM blocks for each frequency offset candidate.
The signal to noise ratio (SNR) per bit is defined as σE2b =
w
(
)(
)
ES
N
1
,
respectively,
where
X
=
2
is
used
2
σw
ND −M
log2 X
for QPSK. In the simulation, the frequency offset Ω is chosen
randomly from the interval [0, 0.01]. In the synchronization
algorithm, a frequency offset candidate Ω̂(m) is chosen from
linearly-spaced candidates separated by 2.5 · 10−4 in the
interval [0, 0.01]. From Table III, it is clear that the addition of
the perturbation vector causes slight degradation in frequency
offset estimation performance.
VII. C ONCLUSION
Novel OoB power suppression methods are proposed in
this paper. The spectrum analysis and simulated ACLR results
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